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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt Five questions in all out of given

eight questions selecting at least one

question from each Unit.

Unit IV

7. (a) What are various call processing

functions ? 5

(b) Define reliability and availability. 5

(c) Explain the concept of customer line

signalling. 5

8. Write short notes on the following : 15

(a) FDM carrier systems

(b) Common channel signalling principles

(c) Trunk circuits.
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Unit I

1. (a) Explain the concept of electronic

switching. 7

(b) Classify cross-point technology. 8

2. (a) What are the limitations of Mannual

Switching System ? 5

(b) Introduce the concept of stronger

switching system. How is it useful over

existing systems ? 5

(c) Explain, how crossbar switch is

organised. 5

Unit II

3. (a) Compare centralized and distributed SPC.

7½

(b) What are the various enhanced services

for space devision switching ? 7½

4. (a) Draw and explain the structure and

working of digital memory switch. 7½

(b) Explain, how multiple stage time and

space switching works. Clearly demark

both workings. 7½

Unit III

5. (a) Compare the architecture and signal

transmission in case of LAN and MAN

and WAN. 9

(b) What is grade of service in TELE Traffic

Engineering ? Also explain the concept

of blocking probability in brief. 6

6. (a) How can a random process become

stationary and how it can become

ergodic ? Explain. 6

(b) How can we use Markov models for

designing of managing tele traffic ? 6

(c) What do you mean by combinatorial

interpretation ? 3
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